Honor

We

Cremation opens the door for creating a
beautiful and meaningful Remembrance
Gathering. Celebrating and honoring
the life of a loved one with some type of
ceremony or gathering plays a significant
role in our lives and is an essential part

Having Trust & Confidence
in Your Cremation Provider
is ESSENTIAL.

of the healing process. You may wish to

promise

to HONOR the

dignity of those
entrusted to
our

have a Remembrance Gathering before
or after cremation. Select your loved ones

care.

favorite music, include special speakers,
show keepsake videos, display the urn,
photo boards and a memory table with
pictures and mementos of your loved
one to highlight treasured thoughts and

Exclusive Provider

memories.
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Gather

Remember

Inspire

The memories of our loved ones live on
in our hearts and minds and a worthy
cremation vessel should symbolize the
treasure that those memories represent.
Cremation Vessels capture a person’s
individuality and personality. We offer
Gather to remember the wonderful life of

a diverse selection to choose from in

your loved one and celebrate their history,

many different themes & hobbies, as well

personality and accomplishments. A

as works of art that will be displayed &

Remembrance Gathering, whether private

enjoyed for generations. Personalization

or public, is an opportunity for family and

is available on most urns which can be

friends to share experiences that should be

simple in design, themed, or

recognized and cherished.Think of all the

artistically created in a

things you should remember, the work and

wide range of materials,

play, their interests, and above all, the people

shapes and colors.

who were a part of their wonderful life.

Helping hearts heal by sharing the cremated
remains of a cherished loved one can be
most inspiring as a treasured remembrance
for family members. Keepsakes and jewelry
offer family
members balance,
tranquility and
love. Our goal is to
help you find joy in
the way you choose
to cherish those
memories.

